Roles of naofen, a novel WD-repeat-2 protein, in the CCl4-treated livers--a possible relationship to cell proliferation.
Naofen (GenBank accession no. EF613262), a newly found intracellular protein in the WD-repeat-2 protein family, has been cloned as an anti-verotoxin II antibody immunoreactive substance, and the nucleotide- and amino acid-sequences have been clarified. The present study was undertaken to evaluate the roles of naofen especially in carbon tetrachloride (CCl4-induced cirrhosis model of rats, also in partial hepatectomy. Naofen mRNA expressions were observed from the early phases of cirrhosis development and during regenerative phases after partial hepatectomy, more remarkable in the former. Naofen immunoreactive fragments located in the vascular endothelial cells and peri-vascular spaces in normal livers especially in Glisson's areas, being strongly stained in the connective tissues 8 weeks after starting CCl4-injections, besides in the cytoplasm of hepatocytes in pseudo-lobules. In contrast, partial hepatectomy caused a small increase of naofen expressions in the whole hepatocytes, and significantly in the endothelial cells of portal veins and hepatic arterioles. Furthermore, in parallel to the degree of naofen mRNA and protein expressions, the rates of double-nuclei cells to total hepatocytes in the Glisson's areas increased in both cirrhosis and partial hepatectomy, suggesting a relationship between naofen expression and mitosis. In in-vitro studies with cell lines, vascular endothelial growth factor, a cell proliferation stimulant, increased the naofen mRNA expressions in HepG(2) cell lines, whereas paclitaxel, a cytotoxic anti-cancer drug, diminished them in NRK52E, both concentration-dependently. These results indicated that naofen immunoreactive fragments play an important role in the cell proliferation, relevant for analyzing the regenerative phases during cirrhosis developments and after partial hepatectomy.